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Top 15
AGAIN!!
International Recognition for SFTV continues
The Hollywood Reporter has included HKAPA School of Film and Television in their annual list of the Top 15
International Film Schools for the second consecutive year.
This covers global film and screen schools outside of the USA.
The International Association of Film Schools, CILECT, invited the Academy to host their quarterly Executive
Committee meeting. The ExCo members assembled in Hong Kong to meet across three days in June. Members
represented the regional associations in Europe, South America, North America, Asia Pacific and Africa. The
event was very well received and the arrangements and hospitality were praised by the President and Executive
Director of CILECT.

Student Work on Screen:
Graduation Screenings - Best of the Best - Online - and more
The School presented the annual Graduation screenings to very good audiences at the Béthanie Theatre across
two weekends in July. Graduate work from the BFA and MFA programs was screened. Some of the work has
already been invited to prestigious festivals. One MFA TP also screened at the Fringe Club in Central.
The Graduation program was screened at the commercial cinema The Metroplex in Kwun Tong. Both screenings
were "sold out" and the revenue raised is donated by The Metroplex to student scholarships.
The School will present a special Best of the Best screening to celebrate the 35th anniversary at the Louis Koo
Cinema in the Hong Kong Arts Centre. Tickets are available thru the HKAC online box office.
Boutique shopping mall K11 will screen an eclectic program of student work at their malls during September
and October
Lecturer Chak Hoi Ling escorted a delegation of students in late August to screen their work in Macau (Greater
Bay Region showcase)
VIDDSEE,com continues to present a vast and diverse range of SFTV student screen work. They are currently
highlighting two special channels dedicated to HKAPA SFTV work:
1. Celebrating the 35th Anniversary with Hong Kong Short Films
2. HK Cinema: The Next Generation
Both channels are accessible here: https://www.viddsee.com/channel

